same alerting distance and location data is accurate [14, 20] . Other approaches solve the related, but different, closest For location-based services it is often essential to effipair and k nearest neighbor problem [4, 9, 21] . In our own ciently process proximity relations among mobile objects, prior work [20] we model the proximity relation among such as to establish whether a group offriends or family moving objects with two types of location constraints: the members are within a given distance ofeach other A severe n-body and n-body static constraints. Both constraints aslimitation in accurately establishing such relations is the sume precisely defined positions of the associated moving inaccuracy ofdynamically obtainedposition data, the point objects. It is this assumption that we relax in this paper. in time, and the frequency with which the position data is Moreover, this paper considers the evaluation of a single collected. In this paper, we use the common model ofinterconstraint and not the continuous tracking of a large set of preting the unknown position of an object by a probability these constraints.
pair and k nearest neighbor problem [4, 9, 21] . In our own ciently process proximity relations among mobile objects, prior work [20] we model the proximity relation among such as to establish whether a group offriends or family moving objects with two types of location constraints: the members are within a given distance ofeach other A severe n-body and n-body static constraints. Both constraints aslimitation in accurately establishing such relations is the sume precisely defined positions of the associated moving inaccuracy ofdynamically obtainedposition data, the point objects. It is this assumption that we relax in this paper. in time, and the frequency with which the position data is Moreover, this paper considers the evaluation of a single collected. In this paper, we use the common model ofinterconstraint and not the continuous tracking of a large set of preting the unknown position of an object by a probability these constraints.
distribution centered around the last know position of the The n-body constraint is of the form Pit, P2t, .... , pnt < object. While this approach is straight forward, it poses d. It is satisfied if the n moving objects, identified by, severe df/iculties for establishing the truth or falsehood of P1 ,P2, ..-, Pn, can be enclosed by a sphere with diameter the proximity relation. To address this problem, we analytd at some time, t. This constraint models whether a given ically quantify the lower and upper bounds of the size of set of objects is in proximity to each other, where proximity the smallest circle that covers the mobile objects involved is defined to be within a sphere of diameter d. d is referred in the proximity relation. Based on this result we propose to as the alerting distance. two novel algorithms that closely monitor the relation at
The n-body static constraint is of the form low location update cost. Furthermore, we develop a cost-1A, p1t,p2t, -7, pntI < d, where A is the coordinate effective estimation technique to determine the probability of some static point. It is satisfied if the n moving objects, ofmatchfor a given proximity relation.
identified by, P1, P2, ..., Pn, are within the given range, d, of the static point A at some time, t. This constraint models whether a given set of objects is in proximity to a static 1 Introduction point A, where proximity is defined to be within a sphere
Location-based services have become an important inof radius d of the static point A. dustrial sector [10] . This is largely due to the proliferation Intuitively, when objects are in close proximity, their and miniaturization of various mobile devices that are capairwise distances are small. This intuition can be formalpable of tracking the position of subscribers. New applicaized to show that the proximity relation defined by the entions of location-based services range from buddy tracking closing circle (our n-body constraints) and the pairwise dis-(e.g., "notify me ifmy bestfriend is nearby"), group tracktances are equivalent. We capture this in the following proping (e.g., "notify me if all members of a group offriends erty, formally proved in [19] . are nearby"), mobile gaming (e.g., treasure hunts) to moProperty: (1) if the pairwise distance of a set of n objects is bile advertisement (e.g., "notify me ifI am within 50 meters below d, then these objects can be covered by a circle with of a coffee shop "). All these applications require the conthe diameter 2vd. (2) if a set of n objects can be covered tinuous tracking of a proximity relation of a set of mobile by a circle with diameter d, then the pairwise distance of subscribers or a set of mobile subscribers and a static point these objects is smaller than d. of demarcation. Existing work studies this problem unEstablishing the pairwise distance among n objects has der the assumption that the location constraints all have the quadratic complexity (0(u2)). The enclosing circle compu-1-4244-0803-2/07/$20.00 ©)2007 IEEE.
tation is linear in the number of object (O(n)), as we review The contributions of this paper are four fold: (1) We inin Section 3. This suggest that using n-body constraints as troduce and formalize the lower and upper bound ofthe size proximity relation is more efficient. of the smallest enclosing circle which covers a given set of In [20] we develop algorithms for the efficient evaluation mobile objects with imprecisely given positions and proof large numbers of these constraints under the assumption pose an algorithm to compute these bounds. (2) We develop that the location position is given as a precise point in 2-D two cost-effective algorithms, NUT and SRU, for evaluatspace and the position data is reported to the constraint evaling location constraints and scheduling the location updates uating server periodically without cost considerations (e.g., under position imprecision. (3) We develop a technique to location query cost, network bandwidth cost etc.) In realefficiently approximate the probability of match, if a match ity, however, the imprecision of the location information is cannot be determined unequivocally. We also develop an an intrinsic characteristic of location positioning. The exoptimization for pruning constraints to avoid their evaluaact position of a mobile object at a point in time is hardly tion. (4) We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate our ever consistent with the last location update of the object.
algorithms under varying experimental conditions. The imprecision of the position mainly stems from two facThe outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly tors, (1) imprecision of location positioning technique used reviews current location position techniques, mostly focusand (2) discrete location update policy. Even if the position ing on their reported accuracies. Section 3 proposes a recuris accurate at the point in time the location is reported, dursive algorithm to effectively compute the upper and lower ing the time in between location quotes, the precise position bounds of the circle enclosing the objects involved in a conis unknown due to the continuous movement of the object. straint under uncertainty. Section 4 develops two new conTherefore, neither the location position data, nor the constraint evaluation algorithms for the constraint evaluation straint matching results are accurate. The periodic manner and the location update scheduling. A sampling method is underlying the location updates may further exacerbate the used to estimate the matching probability. A strategy to missing of matches. The location constraint is only evaluprune constraints prior to their evaluation are detailed in ated against discrete location updates, entirely missing poSection 5. Performance evaluations are presented in Sectential constraint matches in between updates (Fig. 1) To take these issues into account, we model the position Most location positioning techniques are imprecise. In of the object with an uncertainty region, which models the a prior application-oriented study we leveraged the location unknown position of the object as a circle around the last positioning technology of a wireless carrier. The technolknown position of the object. The actual position of the ogy combines GPS, CDMA network triangulation, and cell object is located somewhere inside the circle. The circle site location to identify a subscriber's location. Position is defined by the object's velocity and the accuracy of the data is retrieved in a pull-based manner. To evaluate the aclocation positioning technology used. Now, the challenge curacy of this location positioning approach we conducted becomes to evaluate the above defined n-body (static) conan experiment recording locations retrieved over time unstraints over the uncertainty regions of the associated obder different environmental conditions. A location request jects and to determine whether a constraint is satisfied, satto the network infrastructure is responded to with a location isfied with some probability, or not satisfied.
position and the accuracy that was achievable. Fig. 2 In this section we develop algorithms to decide whether a Figure 2 . Accuracy of Location Data n-body (static) constraint is satisfied, satisfied with a probability, or not satisfied. The constraint is defined as discussed in the introduction, with the positions of the associated objects defined by an uncertainty region (i.e., not precisely accuracy deteriorated by up to 1000 meters for repeated loknown.) cation requests from the same location.
At time t, the position of the object i is represented by There are many other location positioning techthe uncertainty region URt. URt is a circle in 2-D space niques [10] . As reported in the literature, the accuracy of with the last position update of object i as the center and GPS in the open air is around 10-300m [5] . WiFi (e.g., 6 ,m + vTya(t -tl) as the radius. 6m is the accuracy ofthe 802.11) can be interpreted as an indoor form of GPS for tracking method m, vymax is the maximum velocity of oblocation positioning, with the access points acting as satelject i and t, is the last location update time prior to t. The lites. At least three access points are necessary to calcureal position of the moving object is anywhere inside the late a position, and additional access points improve accuuncertainty region. For many tracking methods, the posiracy. The accuracy of WiFi highly depends on the density tion of the object is reported actually as a circle with a cerofthe access points, and is reported to be around 2-50m [2] . tain probability distribution function (PDF) describing the Active badge and RFID use radio frequency identification likelihood of the object appearing at any point inside the to position the user for an estimated accuracy to within a circle. GPS, for example, adopts the normal distribution as few meters in a designated area [15, 1] . Other tracking the PDF. Empirically, it is also feasible to establish the pamethods include Cricket, GSM fingerprinting, and Ubisense rameters of the PDF experimentally, but this is outside the etcetera [8, 7] . None of these existing methods can provide scope of this paper. perfectly accurate location positioning. All approaches are For the n-body constraint, the smallest enclosing cirsubject to various levels of inaccuracy. Apart from the accle covering its associated objects could be as small as the curacy, the methods also differ in terms of where the posismallest circle intersecting all the uncertainty regions of the tion information is calculated. Two categories determining objects or it could be as large as the smallest circle encloslocation-aware algorithms design can be distinguished:
ing all the uncertainty regions of the objects. We call these circles the internal circle (denoted as Ct ) and the external is calculated typically with triangulation based on the satisfied with some probability, which is estimated dependsignal strength or time of arrival and delay from a numing on the distribution function of the object position inside ber of satellites, access points, base stations or antenthe uncertainty region. In the last case, the estimated probanas by the mobile device itself. Often devices in this bility of match is returned to the user, and its interpretation category are capable of other multi-purpose computaare up to the application. tions.
Enclosing circle computation for n-body constraints: lines) with the alerting distance as the width and bisecting Function matchingprobability (line 10) estimates the the smallest line segment between some uncertainty regions matching probability using the sampling method introduced uri and urj (line 9). This is illustrated in Fig. 5 . uri and urj in Section 4.3; the result is returned to the user (line 11) and could be any pair whose distance is larger than the alerting further interpretation of this result is made with the applidistance. For simplicity, we pick the pair with the furthest cation level logics. In this case, the next location update distance in our implementation. The intuition is that as long time is set to some default value, tdefault * tdef ault depends as the distance between uri and urj is no less than the alerton the tracking device or constrained to resources, e.g., neting distance, this constraint can not be satisfied. Objects i work bandwidth or battery power, it could also be a function and j are called sentinel objects, because before the next of matching probability, Pmatch, computed, e.g., the closer safe region is computed they are the only objects that track Pmatch iS to 1 (any critical value), the high sampling freif a match is even possible. The safe region computed in quency (smaller tde faullt) is required.
this manner is returned only to user i and j. Pii is the i-th generation of object i's position based on or updating its location with a default frequency, dependthe PDF of i. Function match above returns 1, if the coning on the latest message from the server. Finally, matchstraint is matched, and 0 otherwise. As k -+ oo, Pmatch ing-probability is used to estimate the matching probability becomes more accurate, it converges to a stable value. (line 12) if a match can not be crisply determined.
Through experimentation, we find that very few samples are needed to obtain an estimation (e.g., 10%-15% relative Algorithm SRU(UR, alertdist) standard error). 21f the uncertainty region goes beyond this bound (e.g., because the 11.
else return IPmatch' -] to all; object fails to update its location for a very long time), we assume the 12. Pmatch =matching probability(UR, alertdist); object is disconnected and the evaluation of the location constraints it is 13. return rPmatch7 -] to all; associated with are suspended until further location updates are received.
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Further more, the whole space is partitioned with grids and it is used to index the moving objects in space. We j~~~~I nthe first experiment, we model 10,000 n-body locastraint) whose distance is greater than the alerting distance, tion constraints associated with 10,000 moving objects. n then this constraint cannot be satisfied as long as the mois chosen to be 2, 6, and 10, respectively. We compare NUT bile objects remain within their original grids. On the other and SRU against a basic scheme where the mobile objects hand, if the active bounds of all the objects involved in update their location according to a predetermined update the constraint can be covered by a circle with the diameter frequencies: 12/mm (fl), 30/mm (f2) and 60/mm (f3)4 f3 smaller than the alerting distance, then this constraint must is chosen such that any frequency higher than fl does not be satisfied as long as the objects remain within the grids, result in an increase of the matches detected. Fig. 7 shows Fig. 6 illustrates that constraint b, cl < 3 is satisfied, bethe percentage of matches detected as a function of locacause the active bounds of the partition G2, G3 can be covtion update frequency (with different bodies). A match is ered by a circle with diameter 3. Constraint la, cl < 1 is uncounted when the probability of match is greater than zero. satisfied, because the distance between active bounds of the f3 is considered as most sensitive to matches (i.e., by cappartition GI and C3 is larger 1. These constraints are imturing all matches.) The Fig. 8 ).
update) and it can reduce the constraint processing time to Fig. 8(A) shows that the number of location updates more than 600o, as shown in our experimental result.
with NUT and SRU are very close to the basic scheme If one object is associated with multiple constraints, each with frequency fi (about 20-30% of the f3). However, location update may affect a number of constraints and the NUT and SRU capture almost all matches (close to 1 as next location update time (for externally supported devices)
in Fig. 8(B) ). Notice that the bars for NUT and SRU are the is rescheduled for each one of them and the closest one in measurements when the default location update frequency time is used as the next location update time. Likewise, the 3LTSSithLoaonwreootoPbs/uscbeytmrsafe region (for self-sustained devices) is the intersection of search project safe regions of all constraints involved.
4f iS location updates per unit of time.
1-4244-0803-2/07/$20.00 ©)2007 IEEE. (1/tdefault) equals f2; the lower and upper bounds of the average number of location constraint computations (i.e., error bar are the measurements when the default location calls to the function NUT or SRU) with or without grid inupdate frequency is set to fi and f3, respectively. We obdex optimization every minute. As shown in Fig. 10(A) , serve that the difference between the bounds are less than the number of computations for evaluating constraints is re-600, which indicates that the choice of the default update duced by more than 600%, and the number of location uprate does not have much effect on the performance. In terms dates is reduced to around 2000 of the algorithm without of the matches detected per location update ( Fig. 8(C) ), in optimization. This is because many constraints are pruned which the difference between default frequencies is diminwith the grid index, and bounds computation and location ished, NUT and SRU are ranked at the top, which are four updates are not necessary. Again, in this experiment, NUT to five times better than a periodical sampling algorithm, and SRU capture almost all the matches. SRU is more efficient because with safe region manage-T prxmt h rbblt fmth esml h ment, the next location update time is not strictly specified.
. . ' .
.~~~~~~~~~~~users' positions according to a given PDF which iS set to be .~~~~~~~ror range (1l00% -150%) of the approximated value, which iS efficient'. Hoee,w.ontseti rn hnw n considered to be the true value of the probability of match crease the number of total objects with a fixed number of (hc sotie ihoe 0 apig) h uua constraints ( Fig. 9(B) ). As with more objects each object .v b is associated with less constraints and the effect of aggreuatofr2-dy(aicndo-stc)osrit.Th gationis diinishd. Forthe aove to expeiment, N U cumulative probability shows that within 20 Figure 10 . Optimization with Grid index very cost-effective for coarse probability estimations (i.e., the communication cost. Moreover, their approach is con-100 -15o relative standard error).
strained by the assumption that all constraints are defined When the constraint involves more bodies, the cumulawith the same alerting distance. tive probabilities for the u-body constraint (n =2,4,6,8) are
All the above approaches do not take the uncertainty of converging quickly (Fig. 11(B) ); the cumulative probabilithe position data into consideration. All approaches assume ties for 4, 6, and 8 bodies are very close to each other. This the given location position is accurate. is because only the bounding uncertainty regions determine A a sw nw h oiinucranpolmi the upper/lower bound, therefore, most of the time, only first studied in [17] , and extended in [12, 13] . Wolfson the samples drawn from these regions affect the probability eta.poseanm rofct-sdapochsionumber of cnstraintst 104 nubr ofponstrainumbe of cotbse0p roce4r computation. For the static constraint ( Fig. 11(C) ), the reder to bound the error (deviation) between actual position sult is similar. Adjusting the standard deviation makes only of a moving object and the position stored in the database. a small difference, requiring a few more samples for the They postulate that there is a given cost for each unit of larger deviation value to reach the same standard error.
deviation and there is a given cost of an update. The location update is sent only when the deviation-cost exceeds the 7 Related Work update cost. Their work generally focuses on eliminating Determining the close-to relationship among, either a set the imprecision of mobile data (i.e., reducing the difference of mobile, or static entities has received wide attention in between the actual position and the database recorded posithe literature. Corral et al.
[4] study the problem of detertion ofthe object), which might not be optimal for a specific mining the k closest pairs between two spatial sets of static query evaluation, because in the latter case, the query evalpoints. Their approach is similar to a join query and disuation cost also needs to be considered.
covers the k smallest distances between two sets of points.
A different location update policy is studied by Hu et al. Different from the location constraint processing, this work [6] . They provide a generic framework to monitor contindoes not consider the close-to relationship involving more uous spatial queries (range and kNiN queries) over moving than two entities and the points are partitioned into two object where the join of the safe regions of multiple queries groups, the distance between the pairs from the same group is maintained for the moving objects. The location update is not counted.
is triggered only when the object moves outside ofa safe reThe nearest neighbor problem determines the nearest gion. This approach is similar to ours. However, the queries object(s) toi apgiven in among all the objects in the they consider are static (range query and nearest neighbor space [9, 21] . This is a different query type from the locaquery with static query range and query point) which pretion constraint matching problem, we are looking at, which vents the application of this scheme to our problem. determines whether a specific set of objects are in a given
Probabilistic query processing has recently gained a lot spatial constellation to each other at a given point in time.
of attention. For example, Tao et al.
[1r ] proposes an U-tree The buddy tracking system by Amir et al. [14] is the only structure for supporting a probabilistic range query, which work known to us that is looking at a problem statement returns the objects within a query range with a probability similar to our location constraint matching problem. Amir higher than a given threshold. They use the idea of a probaet al. are, however, exclusively looking at a 2-body probbilistically constrained region to prune the query space and lem in the 2-D space and propose and evaluate a tributed rue the expensive integral computation. However, for algorithm for solving this problem. They assumed that the our problem, the matching probability is the result of the mobile objects communicate with each other directly to reevaluation rather than a means to prune the query space solve the 2-body constraints. Their objective is to reduce (i.e., constraints) and the computation of the true probabil-1-4244-0803-2/07/$20.00 ©C2007 IEEE. 
